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critical obstacle to collectively overcome in 12 months is _________.
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Wordcloud poll

What is the most important issue to discuss
today?
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Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Grid Modernization, to achieve
Chicago's climate, health & equity goals, a
critical obstacle to collectively overcome in 12
months is _________.
(1/2)

0 5 7

"Ensuring that world-class technology and services are integrated
with local residences and businesses throughout the energy
transformation process." - Joshua Davis, The Will Group

33 %

"Develop a plan for increased adoption of DERs & other energy
projects while ensuring that it has an equitable distribution &
impact into the consumer base." - Hala Ballouz, EPE

18 %

"Addressing the reliability challenges for Worst-Performing
Circuits at the grid edge by identifying optimal areas for focus.” -
Grant McEachran, S&C Electric Company

40 %



Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Grid Modernization, to achieve
Chicago's climate, health & equity goals, a
critical obstacle to collectively overcome in 12
months is _________.
(2/2)

0 5 7

"Accelerate business alignment focusing on sustainability and
deploy energy saving projects, renewable energy and energy
storage." - Yury Lui, Digital Realty

9 %



Wordcloud poll

Are you willing to join the Chicago 23Q3 Task
Force? If yes, please write your name.
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Christopher Watts
(Sandc)

Tom Dawlidowicz

Pete Kelly Nick Posawatz

Meredith Krantz

Matt Rundquist

Mark Petri (help with GIS

Mark Nakayama
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Liang Downey

Ladi Ogunnubi

Jonathan McGee

Jessica Michael (Health)

Hala Ballouz (grid mod)

Grant McEachran

Dan Desmond

Chris Townsend (ICC)

Antonio Krulas



Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/5)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/5)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?
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Engaging
Positive

Outstanding

Inspiring

Insightful
Innovative

Fun

Electrifying



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/2)

0 0 7

Just attended my first AEG

Stakeholder event and it was

excellent! All sessions were expertly

facilitated and the participants were

top in their field and perfect for the

subject matter discussed. I am

looking forward to continuing my

involvement in future sessions. Bob

Smith Veregy Sales Director

Always great quality speakers and

interesting discussion. Emma

Walker

Enjoyed

AEG meetings always ground me,

inspire me, and leave me with hope.

It is a concentration of smart,

dedicated people, that can actually

talk and discuss important issues.

Very educational and friendly group.

Charisse Marsaw

Excellent conversation with a

diverse range of stakeholders who

brought compelling viewpoints to a

robust discussion.



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/2)

0 0 7

HG understands how to help diverse

leaders grapple with tough clean

energy issues, and look forward to

participating in the future.



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
0 0 2

Maybe send some background

information such as the ComEd

2360 plan so we could have

reviewed that first.

No



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (5/5)

What guidance do you have for the Task Force
to achieve its first 90 day milestone: "M1:
Identify trusted community organizations and
potential business partners."

0 0 3

Elevate the cooperation with ComEd

to the Executive Leadership level for

comment and support. .

Translating programs out of comed

speak and into language that can be

understood by all is important

Make sure the goal is equitable

access to clean energy and

resiliency.


